Annex 3

Ground Location Correlations
Tunnel Excavator Vehicle in 2002
Ground Photo of Shahid Boroujerdi
1st Tunnel Entrance Area
Correlation of 2002 Ground Photo of Shahid Boroujerdi with 2002 Satellite Image of Parchin Tunnel 1st Entrance Area

Note how the shadow of the tunnel excavator (above) matches with that of the long linear vehicle on the satellite image (right).
White outline drawn on 2002 Ground Photo of Shahid Boroujerdi showing general area of tunneling beyond 1st Tunnel Entrance Area
2002 Ground Photo of Shahid Boroujerdi Outside Area of 1st Entrance Shows Portion of Ridgeline Above
Correlation of two different 2002 Ground Photos of Shahid Boroujerdi Ridgeline Above 1st Tunnel Entrance Area